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1. 
A 
set of tcrmmal symbols. Vu a finite set of nonterminal symbols disjoint from C’-,., 
P a finite set of productions. and S, the distinguished symbol, is a member of VJY. 
The prodci:iona arc of the form A + a, where A E \ M and u E i Vv u \/<I- )*. I, (G I 
denotts the cotwu- iw lnr~g~rag~ ccfl I generated by G. 
A cfg G is the Chmsky norr~al fnrnz (Cnf) if each rule is of the form 
(ii A 4BC with B, Cc Vy, 
t ii 1 A - tl with (I E \“I.. 
(iii) S --, F. P is the empty word. 
Furthermore. if S --, F is in P, then l3, C E C’,v \(S} in (i) above. 
The six IGl of a cfg G = t VI-, Vs. P, S) is defined by 
It is well known that fi)r each cfg G = ( VI, Vv, P, S) there exists a cfg G’ -= 
I VI, \),. P’, S) such that L.(G) = L(G’, and G’ is chain ruie free [4, pp. Ml-HE]. 
The proof is ct>nstructive and the transformation can enlarge the size of G’ by a 
factor ]G f. 
But it is not clear that the chain rules yield more than an improvement by a 
constant factor. In [l] it is first proved that the chain rules really help. For a farnil) 
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if.,, Irz E N} of context-free languages with cfg’s of size O(n 1, an ~(IZ log log fr 1 lower 
bound for each chain rule free cfg is proved. 
Now we are able to prove a much stronger result: We prove for all F >(I for 
every sufficiently large n that 3 cfl CL,, with the following properties: 
(a) CL,, has a cfg of size O(n ). 
(b) Each chain rule free cfg for CL,, has size O(F ‘1~ “’ ” ). 
This proof is non-constructive. We also construct for infinitely many II a cfl CL:, 
with the following properties: 
(a) CL:, has a cfg of size O(rz ). 
0~) Each chain rule free cfg for CL:, has size R(H’?. 
The construction of the languages CL,, and CL:,, respectively, is related to the 
well-known problem of Zarankievicz (see [?]I. 
2. The lower bound 
The construction of the language CL,, is related to the following question. 
Let G’?(uz, HI ) denotc a bipartite graph with 111 nodes in each colour class, and 
Ict Ktk, k 1, k 22, denote the complete bipartite graph with k nodes in each colour 
class. What is the maximal size : (111, k 1 of a graph C;(III, III b which dots not contain 
a K t k, k j’? 
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For the construction of the languages, let cyI, . . . , a,,# be m pairwise disjoint sets: 
each of size f(m ). We define sets 911, . . . , ?I,,, such that the following holds: 
(9 ?& c(cr,, . . . ,a,,.) V&(1,. . . ,1?1}, 
WI 
(ii) x #‘!I, = rrrf(nl ), 
i - 1 
(i;i) # ,;1 %,,, <k, , 
( 1 
91,, # ?I,,, for i #j, 2 s k <f(m )I” fixed. 
Remark. By Fact 1 we know that such a construction exists for f(m) = 
(1 -(k!) ‘)J)J’ “““’ with 3 _ f k s m fixed. But in the proof we will really use that 
2 s k <f(rn )“‘. 
IMine Z := {:,,, ICY,. E ?I,, 1 5 i 5 III), where (Y Ir . . , a,,, are chosen such that Z A 
U 
t)? 1 l 0, = kl. It is clear that #Z = r~lf(nr 1. Now we define languages W,, 1 s i s HZ, 
as follows: 
u; := :_,..a z,,. 
I 4 
E 2. h E (Y,., a E u a, . 
\ (\)I :‘I; I 
The first indm i of z,,. fixes the set \!I,, from which (Y, and LY,. are to be chosen. 
The second in&x 4 of 2,‘. fixes the set a,. E ?I,, which contains the third terminal 
7 
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Before proving that every chain rule free cfg for L,,, has size 6?(( 1 /k hf(rtt 1’1, we 
give a construction of a chain rule free cfg &, of size O(mf(m)‘): 
P-={A,-+il, a Ecu, V&(1,. . . , t??}. 
tj,+a.aq Va,E?!I,ViE{I . . . . . ~2). 
There are tfvee types of rules in 13. Since #q =f(r?r ) Vi E { 1, . . . . ItI}. 1:” 1 *?I,, 
ttzf (rrz ) and L#: Z = t,zf’(rn 1, we have 
Hence our lower bound is optimal up to a constant factor. 
Since for each chain rule free cfg G there exists a cfp G’ in Cnf with I_ (G’) = I_ I G ) 
and iG’j 5; 5jGi. it suffices to prove the following theorem. 
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Corollary 2. For i@rdely many n we car1 construct a cfl CE:, with the following 
propertics : 
(a) CL: has cz cfg of size Q(n). 
(b) Each chain de free cfg for CL:, has size L?(n”“). 
Proof. Brown (Fact 2) constructs ets 411, . . . , ?I,, for k = 3, nz = p3 and f (m ) = 
p’ - p for every sufficiently large odd prime. 
This leads to 
N(G;,,) = R(p’(p’-ph. 
Take tl = rr~f(r~ ) = I, 1( p2 - p 1. Then 
N(G:,)=R(r17.‘). !J 
Proof of the theorem. 1 .et Gi,, = (VT, Vk., P’, S) be a cfg in Cnf with LAG:,,) = L,,, 
and N(G:,, ) minimal. 
Consider the derivation tree of a word zi,ab t’ L,,,. Two cases can arise: 
Now we characterize the grammar G:,,. 
Lemma 1. (i 1 The grarmnar G i,, = ( VT, V,&, P’, S) looks 0s follows : 
IPI 
C’, = z LJ u 0,. 
I I 
1,’ j. = (C, , . . , , cr. D , , . . . , D,, x, 1 , . . , x,, Y, ( . . . , Y[, S}, 
X~-+~,,~,,.i,,i2E{1,. . . ,r}, 1 sG<t, 
S + Di,X,,, 
i,dl,..., s}, 
. 
. veE(t,...,u), 
jt.E{L...J), 
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s --, YJ,, 
i,E{l,...,L’), 
. 
. ve E{l, . . . , w}, 
j,~E{l,..J), 
I . 
(ii) For the set of productons P’, the followitlg hokds : 
(a) VS{l,. . . ,s} 3k{l,. . . ,172): (z,pG, *I’=ii. 
cb) ViE{i,, a. 7 t} S/iE{lq e s s *l?l): YI.,CtX/,* 
(c) ViE{l., . . , w} 31,E{l,. . . ,m}: y,, cq. 
Proof. We only prove (ii)(a). The same method applies to (i), and cii)O+-(cl. 
Assume 3Ls(l,. . s , s} and j,, I,, j2, I, E (1, . . . , m} with II f 12 such that 
i.e., in Y’ there arc productions 
0 -+ ;,,L, and D, -+ z,+ 
Consider a word z,,& E L,,,, which uses productic~n D, -+ :,,I, in a dtxivation trc‘c. 
It is clear that such a word has to exist. If no such word csists. wt‘ ~\n d&k 
the production D, + z,,/, and therefore, G:,, was not optimal. 
If in this derivation tr<c WC \I<. tn(a production D -*z,,/, . . inskad of the production 
0 -+ q,i,. we gcncrate the srv(~d .,,:,JY 
Since h E q and II f (1, we tlwr’ gentlratcd a word that is not in L,,,. This 
contradicts I,((; :,, i =- Lr _,,,. ‘7 
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Prwf. Vie&. ..k) Vj~(1,. . ., u) we can generate a word in kV/, containing a 
terminal symbol from (Ye,. Hence, by the definition of L,, and property (iii), in the 
definition of 9 1, . . . , YI,,, Lemma 2 follows. Cl 
Notatioti. If ~1 fulfills the premise of Lemma 2, we say that yr is of type II, . . . , Z,,. 
Define 
For the words in W,, 1 s i “;- III, for whose generation we can use a producGon OC 
type i, WC coufit such a production. 
By Lemma 2. for all those words, we can count at least c distinct productions. 
Now we consider the words zab E W,. I d i s m such that no production of the 
form C,+ a, where ~1 is of type i, can be used to generate zab. It is clear, that 
QdJy,wrr,pc, YI= For these words, we count productions of the form Xl, + CJ,,, 
and I’,, --*&C ,,,, respectively. 
Now we describe these words. Let 
and 1, := # 45,. 
Define 6’, c \Vt as follows: 
\r’, = (=,.ab 1 ztc E Z, a E 6, and cu, E ?I,, b E ii,}. 
It is clear by definition that no production CI + a, a E yl such that yr is of type i can 
help to generate a word in pt. It is also clear, that /f combinations e, j exist, such 
that 3z,,.ab, a E Gi, b E 6, and tlrab E I&‘,. 
NOW we count productions, which we need to generate words in m,, I s i em. 
Consider a production X,, --, &C‘,,, and I’,,, + D, ,&, respectively. 
By Lemma 1 (ii)andsince #{a, la, n yt,, f 0)) < k and #(aj la, n y,,.-, f 0) < k, respec- 
tively, one production can help to generate words in at most (k - 1) combinations 
of sets in E,. 
Hence at least lf/(k -- 1) productions of the form X#, + C’&‘~4~ and Y,, -4, :G2 
rcspectivcly are necessary, to cover these ff combinations. 
We do not know in how many sublanguages one production can help to generate 
a word. But we can show that for almost all Wj, i #j, many productions, which we 
use to generate a word in E’i, cannot help to generate a word in kVi. 
Lemma 3. !f I, 5: k ‘, then 
#{j 1 #(E,\E,) > l;/kj> m -(k - 1). 
Proof. Assume 
=‘p,, . . - 7 6, 19 
P, # ~1 for l# j, 
PI # i forlalsk-I 
with 
++(Ei\Ep,)<li/k Vj~{l,. l . , k -1) 
3#(EinE,l)~(k-l)/kli, Isjck-1 
and hence 
This cannot happen by definition of L,,,. cl 
Now we can count enough productions, which we need for generati;lg the words 
in wi, 1 s i s IV, such that we can finish the proof of the theorem. 
For all iE{l,. . . , HZ} we do the following: For each of the lfj(k - 1) productions, 
which we need tcj generate the words in IG’il we count Z/W Hence, if we sum over 
all iE{l,. . . , rn}, we count for each production at most one unit. 
By Lemma 3, the following holds: If li 2 k ‘. then for at least 1~ -(k - 1) distinct 
j we have # (E,\E,) > Ii/ k and hence at least { 1 /(k - 1))( I,/ k)’ productions, which 
we use to generate words in Wiy cannot be used to generate any word in \I;. 
Hence we can count [{rn - (k - l)}/n~]{l /(k - 1$1,/k? more for the productions. 
which we need to generate the words in %‘[ without destroying the property, that 
if the sum over all &{l,. . . , VI }, wt3 count for each production at most one unit. 
Observe that 
m-(k-l) 1 I, 2 
if [, < k ‘, then -----__- - - 
0 k-1 k 
<k. 
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Hence 
1 
N(C;:,,pC +-- 
r,, 12 
\’ 
I?1 .- (k - 1 ) “’ 
._ !.._ + __ .- . . __.-_-_ \’ 
1 1, ,1 - _.__ - _ _ __ d 
‘?I , -, k -.. ] iI I 0 ‘,/C-l k 
Since 
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we have 
Since 6; I 12 is minimal if II = 12 = 9 l l = I,,,, we have 
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